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SPAD S.XIII
There are ARTFs,
and there are
ARTFs! This SPAD
from Maxford USA
is one of the better
examples and is
ripe for additional
detailing.

The guns are a key
detail that benefit
hugely from some
extra work.

LOOKING FOR AN INDIVIDUAL SCALE MODEL WITHOUT THE HUGE INVESTMENT
IN TIME? THERE IS ANOTHER WAY, AS MARK WILKINS EXPLAINS...
he usual route to enjoying a
scale model is to tread the
traditional build path, either
from a kit or, for the more
adventurous, a scratch build. As
you’ll know, the results can be quite
spectacular, indeed the pages of
RCM&E are regularly graced with
superb examples of the art, some of
which take many hours to complete. I
have much admiration for those who
have the time and patience to build
these aircraft, but there is a way to
enjoy scale aeromodelling without
going to such lengths.

T

If you choose your subject
carefully, an ARTF can actually
provide a solid foundation by adding
some finer details in the quest for a
respectable, and individual, scale
rendition. This isn’t necessarily a
‘quick fix’, as to do it properly can
take a while; nowhere near as long as
a traditional build, though and, of
course, being an ARTF the model
comes with a flight-proven pedigree
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that inspires confidence from the first
time its wheels break the surly bonds.

SUBJECT MATTER
I mentioned above about choosing
your subject carefully, and this is an
important point since not all scale
ARTFs are equal. Many are ‘cartoon’
scale, which have lower levels of
authenticity and therefore aren’t really
suitable. What’s needed is something
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much nearer the scale mark ‘out of the
box’, which may mean casting the net
a bit further when searching for
something suitable.
My own hunt lead me to Maxford
USA, and in particular the company’s
1/5-scale SPAD. Large but relatively
light, for i.c. or electric power, it
includes enough scale detail to
provide a platform for extra detailing
and adding some important
modifications. But what
modifications? To a degree this
depends on the particular full-size
you wish to depict, which in my case
was the SPAD XIII of French ace Rene
Fonck. The resulting short list of
desired additions read as follows:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Re-paint
Pilot
Machine guns
Cockpit detail (partial)
U/C suspension
Sound module

RE-PAINT
The first consideration to be made
before crafting any additional detail
is the colour scheme, since the
factory-defined livery of your ARTF
is unlikely to suit the particular
example you wish to replicate. Such
was the case here; the Maxford
SPAD is finished in a buff colour (see
pic on page 48), which doesn’t
match the scheme of Fonck’s aircraft,
of which I found a couple of different
examples online.
Anyway, leaving the underside
colour as supplied, I set about
painting the camouflage with acrylic
and a 3/4” brush, a couple of coats
providing decent coverage. The kit
contains roundels that were suitable
for the top wings, but none were
included for the bottom so these were

simply handpainted. The Roman
numerals and star were made
from scrap adhesive-backed covering,
and the goose insignia on the fuselage
was produced on an inkjet printer
using decal paper that was then
coated with flat lacquer and allowed
to dry, this before being applied like a
standard decal. With the scheme
completed, I spray-painted the entire
airframe with Minwax Polycrylic satin
finish for protection.

Not only does the
model fly well and
look good, it sounds
good, too, thanks to
the audio system.

My finished pilot
was epoxied to the
plywood access
plate that comes
with the model. To
be honest, I’m dead
chuffed with the
way he turned out.

The devil is often in
the detail, but then,
so is the reward!

PILOT
Commercially-made pilots are
available from any number of
suppliers, but why not experience
the ultimate satisfaction (and
occasional frustration!) by making
them yourself? With light weight
being the chief requirement I made
my pilot from foam, balsa and
lightweight spackling, using a simple
‘head and shoulders’ approach as
the model leaves little room for a full
figure. To get the right proportions,
measure your own body and simply
scale the results down to suit your
model. I then roughed out the foam
torso and head before adding a
balsa block face, from which I carved
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the basic features and smoothed
things out with putty. I made the
nose out of a separate piece of
basswood (as balsa is too weak for
this), duly glued to the face.
Here’s where the fun begins! Using a
sharp #11 blade, various chisels and
gouges, try to get the face looking as
human as possible, using putty to
blend the features together. When your
pilot is sufficiently handsome, use files
and small bits of sandpaper to smooth
his face ready to accept paint.
Adding some clothing detail is the
final step prior to painting, and here I
used a thin layer of putty for the flying
cap, tissue paper soaked in thinned
white glue for the coat, and Velcro for
the pseudo black wool collar.
Using artist’s acrylics, begin
painting by blocking in your pilot’s
basic colours. I used chestnut brown
for his flying coat and cap, and a
medium flesh tone for his face. The
coat and cap were then given some
touches of darker brown to enhance
the detail. Next, begin adding lights
and darks to accentuate his facial
features; lips, nose and around the
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The SPAD in its
original ARTF colour
scheme. Nice, but
not at all individual.

eyes tend to be redder, so alter your
colours accordingly. Have some fun
with this, and if you don’t like the first
attempt, try again.
The final step is to make his
goggles (if required), for which I used
scrap balsa and copper foil tape,
painted accordingly. He’s then good
to take residence in the model, using
either epoxy or hot glue.

MACHINE GUNS

I think my version is
a distinct
improvement and is
certainly more true
to scale.

Again you can buy off-the-shelf
solutions here, indeed Maxford USA
can supply a pair of Vickers machine
guns that fit this model perfectly. But
where’s the satisfaction in that? If you
have some scrap balsa and
corrugated cardboard lying around,
you can make your own!
Start with two strips of 1/16” balsa,
slotted longitudinally to form a cross
section. Add square fillers, round
these off, and then attach a slightly
oversize piece of corrugated
cardboard to the top edge of one of
the strips. Roll the cardboard around
the formers until it retains some
memory, then glue together and allow
to dry. ‘Pad out’ the breech of the guns
then add a copper foil tape (available
from model shipbuilding suppliers or
stained glass suppliers) trim ring to
each end of the barrel. Paint the whole
assembly matt black and, finally, add
various details using scraps of wood,
aluminum strip and tubing to yield a
very lightweight gun that
approximates the original Vickers.

COCKPIT

Cockpit detail is so
hard to resist that I
just couldn’t ignore
it. I didn’t go
overboard, though.
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The SPAD’s cockpit features a plywood
skirt, to which dials and gauges are
attached (I chose to detail just this
portion of the cockpit, as most of the
rest won’t be seen). I made the skirt
from cherry wood, in two halves to
make it easy to install, and used the
same wood for the panel (forward of
this) that hosts the various valves. The
valve backup plates were painted on
using brass enamel, their outlines

being defined with a fine ink pen.
Valve handles were fashioned from
ball-ended pins and bits of toothpick.
To finish, dials were printed off the
computer, attached to soft balsa discs
and then wrapped in thin strips of
brass or aluminum to simulate the
gauge casings.

U/C SUSPENSION
The Maxford SPAD’s stock landing
gear has no suspension, which is fine

if you have a paved runway but not so
good if, like my flying club, you have a
bumpy grass strip. To afford simple
suspension to the undercarriage I cut
off the standard axle and slotted the
strut fairings to accept a new 1/8”
piano wire axle, this attached to the
midpoint of the spreader bar and
bungeed using old sailboat gaskets,
which were just the right size.
The axle is fed through slots, brass
stoppers slid on, and the whole thing
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masking the electric cacophony with
the much more acceptable music of a
Hispano Suiza! The generous wing
airfoil provides plenty of lift and she
performs well throughout the speed
range, but you do need to exercise
good throttle management coming
out of loops or going into dives, to
avoid overstressing the airframe.
She’ll perform scale manoeuvres
perfectly, and responds very well with
rudder. As with all W.W.I aircraft,
co-ordinated turns look the best, but
the SPAD will also bank and turn well
using just aileron. It’s best to keep the
power on during landings since all the
struts and rigging provide ample drag.

Tweaking this ARTF
has be very
satisfying, the
result being a
unique model with
proven flying
characteristics.

WORTH IT
bolted up using stamped aluminum
retainers (formed over a scrap length
of axle), hex cap screws, and blind
nuts. Stoppers were then soldered to
prevent the axle from lateral creepage.
To finish, I swapped out the stock
‘truck tyres’ supplied with the kit in
favour of some scale W.W.I Du-Bro
items Of course, Williams Brothers
also make fine wheels which would be
equally suitable.

SOUND MODULE
I elected to go for an electric set-up
for my SPAD, consisting of a Tacon
Bigfoot 110 electric motor, 100A ESC
and two 4s 4000mAh Li-Pos, wired in
series, the whole spinning an 18 x 8”
APC prop faux-grained to look like
wood. Great as regards power
delivery, but hardly reminiscent of the
Hispano Suiza fitted to the full-size!
The solution was to fit a sound
module, of which there are only a
handful on the market. I opted for a
module from Model Sounds Inc.,
which comes with an SD card that
contains 78 aircraft sound files for
engines – including one for the

Hispano Suiza – and machine guns.
The recommended power supply for
the module is a 4s – 5s Li-Po, 6s at
the most. I ran power from the
negative leg of my wiring harness,
since the positive leg would channel
the full 8s through the sound module
and fry it pretty fast!
Where speakers are concerned,
provided the impedance and wattage
requirements are compatible there’s
no reason why you can’t use pretty
much anything you can find. I
salvaged a pair from an old ‘boom
box’ and they do the job just fine,
secured to the underside of the
engine mounting box.
So that’s it, not an exhaustive list of
modifications, but they do certainly
lift the scale appeal of the stock ARTF
model. Best see how it flies, then!

DATAFILE
Name:

SPAD XIII

Model type:

ARTF sport scale

Manufactured by:

Maxford USA

UK distributor

www.macgregor.co.uk

RRP:

£299.99

Wingspan:

68” (1727mm)

Fuselage length:

53” (1346mm)

Wing area:

6.1sq. ft. (0.2sq. m)

All-up weight:

13 lb (5.9kg)

SPAD UP

Wing loading:

34oz / sq. ft. (10.4kg / sq. m)

Simply put, the Maxford USA SPAD is
a dream in the air. With plenty of
power on tap from the 8s Li-Po / 110
motor combination there’s but a very
short roll-out before the tail comes up
and she’s airborne, the sound module

Functions (servos): Aileron (2); elevator (1);
rudder (1); throttle (1)
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Hopefully I’ve demonstrated that with
a little bit of research and patience,
you really can make a difference to an
ARTF and elevate its scale aesthetics
to a much higher level. And when a
model flies and sounds as good as it
looks, satisfaction is guaranteed!

Rec’d engine:

.90 – 1.20 glow, 26cc petrol, or
electric equivalent
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